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Tangent linear modelDuring the last decade, singular vectors (SVs) have received a lot of attention in the research and operational
communities especially due to their use in ensemble forecasting and targeting of observations. SVs represent
the orthogonal set of perturbations that, according to linear theory, will grow fastest over a ﬁnite‐time interval
with respect to a speciﬁc metric. Hence, the study of SVs gives information about the dynamics and structure
of rapidly growing and ﬁnite-time instabilities representing an important step toward a better understanding
of perturbations evolution in the atmosphere. This paper reviews the SV formulation and gives a brief overview
of their recent applications in atmospheric sciences. A particular attention is accorded to the SV sensitivity to dif-
ferent parameters such as optimization time interval, norm, horizontal resolution and tangent linearmodel, var-
ious choices leading to different initial structures and evolutions.
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This review article is aimed at scientists such as climatologists who,
while not being experts in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP),
would like to gain some understanding in singular vector (SV) use. The
number of studies implying the use of SVs has increased considerablyand Atmospheric Sciences,
88, Stn. Downtown, Montréal
1.
scu).
ND license. over the last decade. To give a focus and to keep the article to moderate
length, we concentrate in particular on the SV formulation and
properties.
SVs can be deﬁned in terms of the singular value decomposition of
an operator (the so-called forward tangent linear operator) and can
be physically interpreted as a set of fastest growing perturbations. The
concept of SVs was ﬁrst introduced by Lorenz (1965) in his analysis of
forecast error growth in dynamical systems and developed later by
Lacarra and Talagrand (1988). The optimization problem consists in
ﬁnding the perturbations from a time-evolving model-generated basic
state that have maximum growth (or ampliﬁcation) in a ﬁnite interval
of time. The solution can be reduced to a singular value decomposition
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optimal perturbations. They represent the orthogonal set of perturba-
tions that, according to linear theory, will have the maximum growth
over a ﬁnite‐time interval with respect to a speciﬁc metric.
The growth of perturbations has been initially studied in simple
models with idealized time-independent basic states assuming that
the solution of the linear perturbation equations can be expressed
as a superposition of orthogonal functions, i.e. normal modes with
ﬁxed structure and amplitude varying exponentially with time. How-
ever, Farrell (1982, 1985) while studying the growth of perturbations
in quasi-geostophic models, found that it is also possible to identify
perturbations with growth exceeding, for a limited time, those typical
of the fastest growing normal mode. These perturbations have a
three-dimensional structure that changes in time, and they were
named “non modal perturbations” to distinguish them from the
former ones, which have ﬁxed structure during their time evolution
and amplitude changing exponentially with time (Montani and
Thorpe, 2002). Those studies used stationary basic states. SVs are «ﬁ-
nite-time instabilities» (Molteni and Palmer, 1993) that are computed
from a time-evolving basic state without assuming a normal-mode
solution.
Initially, the SV theory has been applied to a number of idealized
studies within the framework of quasi-geostrophic models; it was
used for example by Borges and Hartmann (1992) and Molteni and
Palmer (1993) in barotropic and baroclinic atmosphere investigations.
At the beginning of the 1990s, SV technique began to be computed for
primitive‐equation models (e.g. the atmospheric general circulation
models AGCMs). SVs have since been the subject of numerous studies.
They have been used in atmospheric predictability studies (e.g.,
Palmer et al., 1994; Hakim, 2000; Descamps et al., 2007) and in forecast
error estimation (e.g., Ehrendorfer and Tribbia, 1997; Gelaro et al.,
1998). In the 90s, SVs began to be used daily to construct the initial per-
turbations in Ensemble Predictions System (EPS) at the European Cen-
tre for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts (ECMWF). Presently they are
also used in other forecast centers as Japan Meteorological Agency,
Météo-France and Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) in Australia. Because
SVs capture the dynamically most unstable perturbations, they identify
the directions of initial uncertainty that are responsible for the largest
forecast uncertainty. This property made them a very good candidate
in producing an ensemble with sufﬁcient dispersion in the most unsta-
ble directions (Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008) providing optimal infor-
mation about the probability density function of the model state at a
future time.
Recently, they have been employed to perturb the initial conditions
in coupled ocean–atmosphere models of El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) (Kleeman et al., 2003). Another recent use of SVs is to detect
“sensitive” parts of the atmosphere for targeting adaptive observations
(e.g. Palmer et al., 1998; Buizza and Montani, 1999; Langland, 2005;
Buizza et al., 2007b); by identifying the regions with a large sensitivity
to small perturbations they point to where additional observations
have the potential to signiﬁcantly improve weather forecasts (Kim
and Jung, 2009a).
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the SV tech-
nique. We ﬁrst review the mathematical formulation of SVs in
Section 2 and present the choice of norm in Section 3. The linearization
process around a time-evolving model-generated basic state leads to
the tangent linear model (TLM). Linearized models have been devel-
oped ﬁrst for the adiabatic part of the forecast model using a simpliﬁed
scheme for the vertical diffusion. As a consequence, SVs have been
obtained initially for dry models (e.g., Buizza et al., 1993; Buizza and
Palmer, 1995; Ehrendorfer and Errico, 1995). However, the process of
error growth in the atmosphere depends not only on dry dynamics
but also onmoist diabatic processes such as condensation, evaporation,
and moist convection. The reasons for not including moist processes in
earlier studies are due to the difﬁculties involved in ﬁnding suitable lin-
ear descriptions of moist processes (Errico and Raeder, 1999) especiallybecause the parameterizations of subgrid-scale physical processes in-
troduce “thresholds” that make the model discontinuous. The charac-
teristics of “dry” and “moist” SVs are presented in Section 4, followed
by a discussion regarding the SV dependence on the horizontal resolu-
tion and optimization time interval. Section 5 gives some examples of
SV applications in atmospheric sciences. The paper concludes with a
brief discussion of the main results that were presented in the review.
2. Mathematical development of the singular vectors
The mathematical development of SVs has been described in detail
ﬁrst by Lacarra and Talagrand (1988) and later by Buizza et al. (1993)
and Kalnay (2003, chap. 6.3). An equivalentmathematical development
is presented also by Palmer et al. (1998) using index-based tensor for-
malism instead of the more conventional matrix notation. In this sec-
tion, we review the theoretical bases and concepts using the matrix
notation.
Consider a non-linear model (M) describing the atmospheric sys-
tem. The variables needed to represent the atmospheric state of the
model, such as temperature, wind and surface pressure, are collected
as a column matrix called the state vector X. The time evolution of the
state vector X (i.e. the model tendency equation) can be written in
the symbolic form:
dX
dt
¼ F Xð Þ;X ¼
X1
•
•
•
Xn
2
6664
3
7775; F ¼
F1
•
•
•
Fn
2
6664
3
7775 ð1Þ
were X∈RN denotes the N-dimensional state vector and F(X)∈RN its
tendency which includes the dynamical and the physical parameteriza-
tion contributions.
Let X(t ) be a solution of Eq. (1). Finding the solution consists in gen-
erating a trajectory from an initial point X(t0) to X(t) or to integrate
Eq. (1) from t0 to t. This is equivalent to looking at the model (the non‐
linear propagator M) as a mapping of the initial-time vector X(t0) onto
a vector of predictions X(t):
M :Rn→Rn
X t0ð Þ→X tð Þ
ð2Þ
X tð Þ ¼ M X t0ð Þð Þ: ð3Þ
The process of ﬁnding the optimal perturbations for a given basic
state starts with the linearization of the non-linear model around
the basic state, deﬁned as the solution of the non-linear model or
the trajectory in the space of states. Let x(t) be a small perturbation
from the non-linear model trajectory X(t). Eq. (1) can be written
using the ﬁrst-order Taylor–Young formula in the vicinity of the
basic state X(t):
d
dt
X tð Þþx tð Þð Þ ¼ F X tð Þ þ x tð Þð Þ ¼ F X tð Þð Þ þ ∂F∂X

X tð Þ
x tð Þ þ O x2 tð Þ
 
ð4Þ
For short time internals and small perturbations, the terms O(x2(t))
can be neglected, and, after the subtraction of Eq. (1) from Eq. (4), the
equation becomes
dx
dt
¼ ∂F∂X

X tð Þ
x ¼ AFx ð5Þ
were AF is the Jacobian of F: AFð Þjk ¼
∂Fj
∂Xk
. Eq. (5) deﬁnes the tangent
linear model (TLM) equation. Its integration gives the evolved
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the tangent linear model:
x tð Þ ¼ L t0; tð Þx t0ð Þ ð6Þ
Therefore, the operator L(t0,t) that is named the forward tangent
linear, or the linear propagator, can be regarded as a mapping of the
initial‐time perturbation x(t0) onto the evolved perturbation x(t).
Eq. (6) can be obtained equivalently by linearizing Eq. (3):
x tð Þ ¼ ∂M∂X

X tð Þ
x t0ð Þ ¼ L t0; tð Þx t0ð Þ ð7Þ
Because L t0; tð Þ ¼ ∂M∂X

X tð Þ
it is also named the differential or ﬁrst
derivative of M (the non-linear model) at point X(t). The equation
shows that L(t0,t) depends on the non-linear trajectory X(t), which
evolves in time, but not on the perturbation x(t).
The second step in the optimal perturbation problem is to ﬁnd those
perturbations that havemaximized amplitude growth over aﬁnite inter-
val of time. This can be done by ﬁnding the SVs of the forward tangent
linear L through a singular value decomposition, which states that
every matrix L can be decomposed as
L ¼ WΛY; ð8Þ
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with non-negative real numbers on the di-
agonal. W=(w1, w2, …, wi, …, wn) and Y=(y1, y2, …, yi, …, yn) are
orthonormal matrices and Y* denotes the conjugate transpose of Y. The
columns of Y are named the right singular vectors (or the initial SVs) of
L, while the columns of W are named the left singular vectors (or the
ﬁnal SVs) of L. The diagonal elements of Λ, diag(λ1, λ2, …, λi, …, λn),
are the singular values and they are ordered so that λ1≥λ2≥…≥
λi≥…≥λn. The relationship between each «i» initial and ﬁnal SV is
expressed by:
L t0; tð Þyi ¼ λiwi ð9Þ
Singular value decomposition and eigenvalue decomposition are
closely related because the SVs of matrix L can be also obtained as the
eigenvectors of L*L. Generally, the operator L is not normal
(L*L≠LL*). Normal operators (S*S=SS*) are important because they
can be diagonalized and spectrally decomposed in terms of orthogonal
eigenvectors. However, because L is not generally normal, a traditional
empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis for L yields eigenvectors
that are not orthogonal to one another. Nevertheless, the operator L*L
is symmetric and positive deﬁnite, and therefore it is a normal operator
with mutually orthogonal eigenvectors. The eigenvectors of L*L (LL*)
are the right (left) SVs of L and the eigenvalues of L*L (and LL*) are
the square of the singular values of L:
LLyi ¼ λ2i yi ð10Þ
LLwi ¼ λ2i wi ð11Þ
Consider now the problem of ﬁnding the perturbations with maxi-
mized amplitude growth over a ﬁnite interval of time. Because the
space of solutions is a vector space, the magnitude of perturbations
will be deﬁned by a norm. In a vector space the norm is a function
that maps vectors to their magnitude; in other words it is a function
that assigns a strictly positive length to vectors from a space of vectors.
We shall refer to ‖•‖E as the E-norm and we shall assume that the solu-
tion space is an inner-product space so that the norm can be deﬁned via
an inner product,
xk k2E ¼ x; Exh i ¼ xTEx; ð12Þwhere E is a matrix operator that deﬁnes the speciﬁc form of the inner
product. It is important to note that the choice of metric is not unique;
but E deﬁnes a valid norm if and only if E is Hermitian positive deﬁnite.
For any linear operator L on an inner-product space, there is a
unique operator L*, called the adjoint of L (conjugate transpose of L)
with respect to the norm E, such that 〈x ;Ly〉=〈L*x ;y〉 for all x, y in
the space. For systemswith real variables, the adjoint and the transpose
are identical (L*=LT).
Different norms can be considered at the initial and ﬁnal times.
Consider now a perturbation with the norm at initial time E0
x t0ð Þk k2E0 ¼ x t0ð Þ; E0x t0ð Þh i ð13Þ
and at ﬁnal time with the norm Et
x tð Þk k2Et ¼ x tð Þ; Etx tð Þh i: ð14Þ
We are interested in the initial perturbations that maximize the
ampliﬁcation factor in the interval of time (t0, t), named optimization
time interval (OTI). The ampliﬁcation factor is sometimes named in
literature as the growth rate, and it can be measured as the norm at
ﬁnal time divided by the norm at initial time:
λ2 ¼ x tð Þk k
2
Et
x t0ð Þk k2E0
ð15Þ
Using Eq. (6) and the deﬁnition of adjoint operator, the ampliﬁca-
tion factor can be expressed as
λ2 ¼ Lx t0ð Þ; EtLx t0ð Þh i
x t0ð Þ; E0x t0ð Þh i
¼ L
EtLx t0ð Þ; x t0ð Þ
 
x t0ð Þ; E0x t0ð Þh i
ð16Þ
Since E0 and Et are Hermitian positive deﬁnite, they are self-adjoint
(E0*=E0; Et*=Et). The fastest growing perturbations are obtained by
maximizing Eq. (16), and the solution is given by the following general-
ized eigenvalue problem:
LEtLð Þyi t0ð Þ ¼ λ2i E0yi t0ð Þ; ð17Þ
If different norms are used at initial and ﬁnal times (E0≠Et), the
form equivalent to the Eq. (10) is obtained by using the variable trans-
formation, yi t0ð Þ ¼ E−
1
2
0 γi t0ð Þ:
E
−12
0 L
EtLE−
1
2
0
 
γi t0ð Þ ¼ λ2i γi t0ð Þ ð18Þ
In Eq. (10), yi(t0) are the eigenvectors of L*L and the
initial singular vectors of L. By analogy, the eigenvectors of
E0−1/2 L*EtLE0−1/2=(E0−1/2LEt1/2) * (Et1/2LE0−1/2)=Ls* Ls, are the ini-
tial singular vectors of Ls=Et1/2LE0−1/2, hence, the perturbations
with maximized ampliﬁcation factor in the interval of time (t0, t).
The ampliﬁcation factors, λi2, are given by the eigenvalues of the
generalized eigenvalue problem or by the square of the singular
values (λi).
The initial SVs form an E0-orthonormal basis and are ordered
according to their ampliﬁcation factors (λi2) with the fastest growing
structure being the ﬁrst SV. The ﬁrst SV is also known as the leading
SV. Note that the adjoint of L(t0, t) is L*(t, t0). The adjoint reverses the
direction of time propagation. Therefore the left-hand side of the
Eq. (17) involves one integration forward with the TLM, followed by
one integration backwards with the adjoint model (ADM). Once the
initial-time SVs are obtained, the corresponding ﬁnal-time SVs (or
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form an Et-orthogonal set at optimization time. Note also that SVs are
computed following a time-evolving trajectory.
SVs can be computed using the sameor different norms at initial and
ﬁnal time. Also, limited-area norms can be used in order to obtain SVs
over a geographically restricted region. Hartmann et al. (1995) have
used a projection operator that sets the vector to have zero values on
grid points outside the region of interest. If a projector operator is
used at ﬁnal time, the SVs are solutions of the following generalized
eigenvalue problem:
LPEtPL
 
yi t0ð Þ ¼ λ2i E0yi t0ð Þ ð19Þ
where P is the projection operator and P* is its adjoint. Eq. (19) can be
written using the variable transformation, yi t0ð Þ ¼ E−
1
2
0 γi t0ð Þ, in the
form
E−
1
2
0 L
PEtPLE−
1
2
0
 
γi t0ð Þ ¼ λ2i γi t0ð Þ: ð20Þ
The use of the local projector operator P is relevant especially for the
limited-area models and in the particular cases of targeting observa-
tions. These SVs are also referred to as "targeted SVs". For complex
primitive-equation models, the matrix L exists only as an operator in
the form of a computer code. In this case, the SVs are most easily
obtained using an iterative Lanczos algorithm that does not require an
explicit representation of the model operator (Buizza et al., 1993;
Errico et al., 2001).
Usually SVs are normalized to have unit norms at initial time. Hence,
the evolved leading SV will give the direction in the phase space with
maximum ampliﬁcation or growth. Therefore, the ﬁrst n SVs permit to
span the phase space in the nmost unstable directions. These directions
will deﬁne the n-dimensional unstable subspace of the system and they
are considered to lead to sufﬁcient forecast spread (Gelaro et al., 1998)
and to explain a large part of forecast uncertainty in EPSs. In EPSs, exper-
iments made with different numbers of SVs showed that the ensemble
skill increases with increasing the number of SVs. The number of SVs is
then decided by the number beyond which the ensemble skill does not
improve signiﬁcantly (Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008). For example, in
the ECMWFEPS there are 50 SVs that are computed over the extratropical
North Hemisphere and other 50 SVs that are computed over the
extratropical South Hemisphere. Another important factor that impose a
restriction on the number of SVs is the available computational cost.
Eq. (17) shows that several choices must be made when SVs are
computed:
(1) the norms at initial and ﬁnal time,
(2) the optimization time interval (OTI),
(3) the trajectory,
(4) the TLM and ADM.
Because of the computational cost, usually the TLM and ADM are
run at lower resolution and the trajectory comes from a low-resolution
non-linear forecast. Several studies have analyzed the SV sensitivity to
metric, OTI, TLM, trajectory and resolution (e. g. Buizza, 1998; Palmer
et al., 1998; Gilmour et al., 2001; Buehner and Zadra, 2006). In the
following, we present a short review of the SV dependence on the choice
of norm.
3. Choice of norm
As mentioned above the choice of metric is not unique. One restric-
tion exists: it must be Hermitian positive deﬁnite. The most commonly
used metrics in the literature are the enstrophy, total energy, kinetic
energy and streamfunction variance norm. Palmer et al. (1998) have
examined the dependence of SVs on these four norms for one case ofmiddle-latitude SVs in December 1994. They found that at initial time
there is a great difference in scales between SVs computed with these
four metrics:
(1) the streamfunction norm is characterized by lower to middle
troposphere small-scale baroclinic perturbations;
(2) the energy norm produces intermediate-scale baroclinic
perturbations;
(3) the enstrophy norm has upper and lower levels large-scale
perturbations.
The maxima of either enstrophy or streamfunction SVs do not coin-
cide at initial time with those of the energy SVs. Although the initial-
time SVs are quite sensitive to the choice of norm, the ﬁnal-time SVs
are much more similar, presenting a large-scale barotropic aspect.
Similar results were obtained by Frederiksen (2000)who has examined
the dependence of SVs on the norm during periods of block develop-
ment, using a two-level model with the upper level at 300 mb and the
lower level at 700 mb.
Kalnay (2003, pp. 222–223) interprets the robustness of the SV to
the choice of ﬁnal-time norm as an obvious conclusion from the fact
that all perturbations, including SVs, evolve towards the leading
Lyapunov Vector that represents the direction in which maximum
sustainable long-term growth can occur in a system without external
forcing (therefore the system attractor). This idea is also sustained by
Trevisan and Pancotti (1998) who have analyzed the Lyapunov Vectors
and Singular Vectors in the Lorenz system. Reynolds and Errico (1999)
also showed that, into the context of a quasi‐geostrophicmodel, the SVs
for optimization times of 5 days or longer converge tower a single pat-
tern, the Lyapunov Vector. They pointed out that the different-metric
ﬁnal-time SV similarity grows very much for very long optimization
times (10 to 40 days). The initial-time norm dependence of SVs is
explained by Kalnay (2003) by the fact that SVs are initially outside
the attractor, pointing to areas in the phase space where solutions do
not naturally occur, and they rapidly rotate back into the attractor.
The SV transient rapid growth is due to this rapid (one time step) rota-
tion of the initial-time SVs toward the attractor (Szunyogh et al., 1997).
The perturbations as physical structures have to satisfy particular
dynamical properties such as “balance conditions”. In their study of
the balance of SVs,Montani and Thorpe (2002) pointed out that SVs cal-
culated with enstrophy and kinetic energy norms produce perturba-
tions only with a vorticity component, the temperature part being
forced to be zero. They remarked that these kinds of perturbations are
by construction unbalanced and therefore, they may produce gravity
waves in the ﬁrst few hours of their time evolution. This means that a
certain amount of energy might be radiated away instead of travelling
with the perturbations. The fact that the total‐energy norm accounts
for temperature, wind and surface-pressure disturbances qualiﬁes it
as a better candidate for the norm.Montani and Thorpe (2002) showed
that the linear balance equation is not satisﬁed for total-energy pertur-
bations at initial time either, but the SV evolution is such that the unbal-
anced part observed at initial time is progressively damped with time,
so that at optimization time only the balanced part is present. Therefore,
the linear balance equation is satisﬁed at optimization time. This
can also be interpreted as the result of the evolution of off-attractor
initial-time SVs toward the on-attractor ﬁnal-time SVs (Szunyogh
et al., 1997).
Several studies point out that in EPS and adaptive observations, the
most appropriate initial-time norm must be based on the inverse of
the analysis-error covariance matrix, (e.g. Ehrendorfer and Tribbia,
1997; Palmer et al., 1998). The argument is that the ICs in NWP are
constrained both by the observing network and by the process of
assimilating the observations. Buehner and Zadra (2006) compared
the analysis-error covariance and the dry total‐energy norms for
extratropical SVs. They found that the shapes of initial-time SVs are dif-
ferent, but the shape of the evolved SVs is almost independent of the
choice of norm. Barkmeijer et al. (1999) tested a norm given by the
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computationally ﬁve timesmore expensive than the total‐energy norm.
Again, although the Hessian and total-energy SVs present different
structures at initial time, there are no signiﬁcant differences between
the results obtained with an ensemble based on Hessian SVs and
based on the total-energy SVs. Several authors (e.g., Palmer et al.,
1998; Leutbecher, 2007) concluded that among the simple metrics the
total-energy metric is a reasonable ﬁrst-order approximation to an
analysis-error covariancemetric (Buizza et al., 1997). As a consequence,
the most commonly used metric for both initial and ﬁnal norm even in
EPS, is the total-energy norm. However, the correct choice is indeed the
analysis‐error covariance norm (Ehrendorfer and Tribbia, 1997).
4. Structure and characteristics of SVs
As mentioned in the introduction, the tangent linear models have
been developed ﬁrst for the adiabatic part of a non-linear model be-
cause parameterizations of physical processes are highly non‐linear
and sometimes discontinuous. Also, the inclusion of physical processes
in TLM increases the computational cost of SVs considerably (Puri et al.,
2001). However, linearizedmodels without physics produce unrealistic
results. Buizza (1994) have underlined the necessity of the representa-
tion in TLM of vertical diffusion and surface drag (known as “dry”
physics) in order to suppress shallow fast-growing structures near the
surface, which are not of interest because they are strongly damped in
the non‐linear integrations. Nowadays, the TLM linearized physics can
account for vertical diffusion, gravity-wave drag, radiation, deep con-
vection and large-scale condensation, the last two being known as
“moist” physics. SVs computed using TLM that include moist physics
are known as “moist” SVs, the opposite SVs being known as “dry” SVs.
Two other important choices that must be made in computing SVs
regard the TLM horizontal resolution and OTI. In the following, we pre-
sent a brief description of the structure and characteristics of dry and
moist SVs, followed by a review regarding the SVs sensitivity to the
choice of TLM resolution and OTI.
4.1. Dry extratropical SVs
SVs structure depends on the norm chosen, various choices of the
initial norm leading to different initial structures and evolutions. Be-
cause total energy represents the most commonly used norm, in the
following we describe the structure of SVs computed with dry total-
energy norm.
Usually the leading extratropical SVs have at initial time awestward
tilt with height and a meridional phase tilt that diminish with time
(e.g. Buizza, 1994; Montani and Thorpe, 2002; Coutinho et al., 2004).
The vertical westward tilt indicates baroclinically unstable perturba-
tions that favor the conversion of available potential energy into kinetic
energy, while the meridional tilt against the horizontal shear denotes
a barotropicmechanism for SV growth characterized by the transforma-
tion of basic-state kinetic energy into the perturbation kinetic
energy. Fig. 1 presents an example of horizontal (c and d) and vertical
(a and b) structure for a typical total-energy extratropical SV. This SV
represents the leading SV from a set of ten SVs that was computed
using the TLM of Canadian GEM model with an OTI of 36 hours and a
ﬁnal-time norm restricted to a region of the North American Continent.
The basic state and the TLM had a horizontal resolution of 1° and 28
levels in the vertical. The ICs correspond to 5 December 1992 at 00:00
UTC. The initial- and ﬁnal-time norms are the dry total‐energy norms
(as deﬁned in Diaconescu et al., 2012) and the TLM includes the linear-
ization of dynamical GEM core and a vertical diffusion scheme. Fig. 1a
and c shows the temperature ﬁeld at initial time, while the temperature
ﬁeld at ﬁnal time can be visualized in Fig. 1b and d. In 36 hours, the per-
turbation grew in amplitude and changed its shape: the vertical west-
ward tilt changed into a slight eastward tilt and the horizontal tilt has
disappeared. Usually, the same initial-time vertically tilted patterncharacterizes the leading SVs in terms of wind or potential vorticity
(PV) (see Montani and Thorpe, 2002 for the SV structure in terms of
PV).
The total‐energy partitions into the kinetic, potential and surface‐
pressure components for this set of ﬁrst ten SVs at initial and ﬁnal
times are represented in Fig. 2. The panels show that the ratio of ki-
netic to potential energy of SVs is approximately 1:3 at initial time
and 5:1 at ﬁnal time. The surface-pressure term represents only a
small percentage of the total energy. Usually the total-energy
middle-latitude SVs is characterized by a dominant potential energy
at initial time and a dominant kinetic energy component at ﬁnal
time (e.g., Gelaro et al., 1998; Zadra et al., 2004; Diaconescu et al.,
2012). The transformation from initial potential to ﬁnal mainly kinet-
ic energy can be interpreted as the rotation of the off-attractor initial-
time SVs toward the on-attractor ﬁnal-time SVs by adjustment
processes. Diaconescu et al. (2012) presented the 36-hour time
evolution of the total-energy components for a typical extratropical
leading SV and showed that except at initial time, all other steps are
characterized by the dominance of kinetic energy.
Other important information can be depicted from the total-
energy vertical proﬁle. In Fig. 3, we display the average total-energy
vertical proﬁle computed as the mean of the ten extratropical SVs
(from the set presented in Fig. 2) total energy horizontally integrated
over the globe. It can be seen that at initial time (dashed line), the en-
ergy maximum is located in the middle troposphere. Several studies
have shown that dry total-energy SVs is usually located in the lower
and middle troposphere at initial time (e.g. Buizza and Palmer,
1995; Montani and Thorpe, 2002; Coutinho et al., 2004; Zadra et al.,
2004). During their growth, there is generally an upward energy
transfer toward the jet level, sometimes accompanied also by a
downward energy transfer toward the surface as can be seen in
Fig. 3 (solid line). The initial-time location is also a function of OTI:
long OTIs yield SVs that initially have a lower location comparatively
to shorter OTIs, which favor mid-troposphere structures. According to
Coutinho et al. (2004), for a long OTI, the direct interaction with the
surface tends to inhibit the initial growth and gives more distance
for upward propagation and growth.
Montani and Thorpe (2002) used PV diagnostics to investigate the
total-energy SV growth. They showed that the growth is usually
greater at the tropopause where the perturbation velocity compo-
nents can interact effectively with the basic state and grow. By sepa-
rating the perturbation in two parts, above and below the 500-hPa
level, they found that the perturbations initially conﬁned at low levels
can interact with the upper-level basic-state ﬁelds more efﬁciently
than those localized above 500 hPa. These results conﬁrm the study
of Badger and Hoskins (2001) who, in the framework of a simpliﬁed
Eady model, also identiﬁed the lower troposphere as the location
where an initial perturbation can experience rapid growth. Montani
and Thorpe (2002) found that the ﬁnal-time energy could also in-
crease signiﬁcantly at low levels by normal-mode-like growth
through PV coupling, leading to near-surface perturbations. The ener-
gy growth at low levels has often the main ﬁnal-time peak located
just above the boundary layer as can be seen in Fig. 3.
The energy spectra bring other information about the SV
structure. Fig. 4 (corresponding to Fig. 3c and d from Zadra et al.,
2004) shows the initial-time and ﬁnal time energy spectra, averaged
among the ﬁrst 45 SVs computed using the GEM TLMwith a resolution
of 3°, 28 levels in the vertical, and an OTI of 48 hours. The ﬁnal-time dry
total-energy norm was restricted to latitudes north of 30°N and the ICs
were taken from the analysis of 16 February 2002. The energy spectra
show an upscale energy transfer with a pronounced ﬁnal-time spectral
peak around wavenumbers 12–14, which is consistent with baroclinic
disturbances at synoptic scales as noted in other studies (e.g. Buizza
and Palmer, 1995; Gelaro et al., 1998; Buehner and Zadra, 2006). This
upscale energy transformation is one of the total-energy extratropical
SV characteristics that distinguish them from the leading Lyapunov
Fig. 1. (a and b) Vertical cross-section and (c and d) horizontal cross-section at the 0.744 eta level of the temperature ﬁeld corresponding to the ﬁrst singular vector at (a and c)
initial time and (b and d) ﬁnal time. The arrow indicates the region of the vertical cross-section. Note the different contour intervals between the (a,c) and (b,d) panels.
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ﬁxed spectra) and amplitude growing exponentially with time.
As previously mentioned, SVs structure depends on the norm.
Barkmeijer et al. (1999) compared the 3D-Var Hessian SVs with
total-energy SVs and found that the initial-time Hessian SVs differ
considerably from the total-energy SVs. Fig. 5 (corresponding to
Fig. 1 from Barkmeijer et al. (1999)) shows the total‐energy spectrum
and the total-energy vertical distribution for the total-energy SVs and
Hessian SVs. The initial-time Hessian SVs have much more power at
large scales and are located especially at the upper levels as the
ﬁnal-time Hessian SVs. No upscale energy transfer is observed for
Hessian SVs and their ampliﬁcation is much slower. However, the
authors remark that despite these differences, the leading 25 total-
energy SVs and Hessian SVs explain nearly the same part of the
two-day forecast error. This is due to the fact that both the Hessian
SVs and the total-energy SVs are evolving toward the LyapunovVector. The fact that the Hessian SVs have the same shape at initial
and ﬁnal times and smaller growth rates, suggests that, unlike the
initial-time total-energy SVs, they are on the attractor at initial time,
and thus represent real atmospheric perturbations.
4.2. Moist SVs
The importance of including moist processes in the computation of
SVs was underlined by numerous papers (e.g., Ehrendorfer et al.,
1999; Coutinho et al., 2004; Zadra et al., 2004; Hoskins and Coutinho,
2005 for extratropical SVs; and Barkmeijer et al., 2001; Kim and Jung,
2009a for tropical SVs). In this section we summarize the primary
effects of moist physics on SVs.
Ehrendorfer et al. (1999) analyzed the effect of moist physics on
extratropical total-energy SVs in the context of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Mesoscale Adjoint Modeling System
Fig. 2. Energy partition in kinetic (gray), potential (black) and surface-pressure (white)
terms at (a) initial and (b) ﬁnal time, with initial-time total energy normalized as one.
Fig. 3. Vertical distribution of the ﬁnal-time (solid line) and initial-time (dashed line)
total energy averaged among the ﬁrst ten SVs. For clarity, the initial-time total energy
has been multiplied by 10.
Fig. 4. The potential (dashed line), kinetic (dot-dashed line) and total (solid line) energy
spectra at (a) initial and (b) ﬁnal times, averaged among the ﬁrst 45 SVs.
Source: Zadra et al. (2004); © Crown copyright, 2004.
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First, they show that a moist TLM leads to faster growth compared to
the case in which only dry processes are considered. Secondly, there
are new growing SVs that appear in the case of a moist TLM compared
to a dry TLM. Hence, the moist processes not only modulate the dry
SVs but they also add new mechanisms of error growth. The new SVs
have maxima located in the lower troposphere and growth rates
much larger than the growth rates of the dry SVs. These results high-
light the necessity of a moist TLM in order to capture all structures
that might potentially grow in a moist environment.
Another important concern is the choice of a norm that accounts for
the moist part of SVs and its impact on SVs spectrum. Ehrendorfer et al.
(1999) have used an extension of the widely employed dry total‐energy
Fig. 5. (a and b) Spectrum and (c and d) vertical distribution of the total energy for the (a and c) total-energy SVs and (b and d) Hessian SVs. Values at initial (ﬁnal) time are given by
dashed (solid) lines. The total energy at initial time has been multiplied by 100.
Source: Barkmeijer et al. (1999); © Crown copyright, 1999.
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condensation/evaporation on temperature:
Em ¼
1
2
1
A
∫
A
∫
1
0
ε
L2c
cpTr
q2
" #
dηdA: ð21Þ
Here, q is themixing ratio, Tr a reference temperature, cp is the specif-
ic heat at constant pressure and Lc is the latent heat of condensation per
unit mass. The constant ε is use to give different weights to the humidity
term. The integral extends over the full horizontal domain A and vertical
direction η. They found that the leading subspaces for dry and moist
total-energy norms are quite comparable and that the growth rates
depend more on the choice of the basic state and linearized model
(moist versus dry TLM) than on the choice of the norm (moist versus
dry total-energy norm).
Zadra et al. (2004) computed alsowintertime extratropical SVswith
the dry and moist TLM of Canadian Global Environmental Multiscale
(GEM) model and analyzed the impact of four parameterizations
(vertical diffusion, subgrid-scale orographic drag, stratiform and
convective precipitation) on the SV properties. They showed that the
most signiﬁcant impact was given by the stratiform precipitation and
that the convective precipitation had only a small impact forwintertime
extratropical SVs. Generally, the moist physics enhances the SV growth,
shifts the energy to smaller scales and intensiﬁes the energy transfer to
the jet level. Similar resultswere obtained by Coutinho et al. (2004) and
Hoskins and Coutinho (2005) using the dry and full physics TLM of
ECMWF.
They point out that the moist extratropical SV vertical structure is
similar to the dry SV structure, both presenting a westward tilt with
height. Coutinho et al. (2004) noted also that in general, themoist struc-
tures show less evidence of a horizontal tilt and therefore of barotropic
conversion. The SVs computed with moist processes have a tighter and
deeper structure and they peak at shorterwavelengths. This can be seen
in Fig. 6 (Fig. 2 from Coutinho et al., 2004), which presents the initial-
and ﬁnal-time total-energy spectra averaged among the ﬁrst ten SVs
for experiments with dry and moist TLMs at two horizontal triangular
spectral truncations (T42 and T63) and two OTIs (24 and 48 hours).
The shift to higher wavenumbers is more evident for the experiment
with a higher resolution. Hence the use of a TLM with high horizontalresolution is necessary in order to reveal all small-scale structures that
might grow rapidly in a moist model.
In their study, Kim and Jung (2009a) compared the dry and moist
tropical SVs computed with the Pennsylvania State University—NCAR
Mesoscale Model (MM5) TLM at 100-km horizontal resolution and
with dry and moist total-energy norms. As in the case of extratropical
SVs, moist physics increase the growth rate of tropical SVs and cause
smaller horizontal structures located in the lower troposphere. Howev-
er, the initial-time tropical SVs energy is dominated by the vorticity
component and not by the potential component. Fig. 7 (corresponding
to Fig. 11a, b, i and j from Kim and Jung, 2009a) plots the vertical distri-
bution of energy for the leading SV at initial and ﬁnal time, for the
experiments with dry and moist total-energy norms and TLMs. When
the moist total-energy norm with full weighting (ε=1) is used
(Fig. 7b), the initial-time kinetic and potential components are trans-
formed in the dominant humidity component at ﬁnal time. Similar
results were obtained by Barkmeijer et al. (2001), who analyzed the
tropical moist SVs using the global ECMWF TLM at T42 horizontal reso-
lution. They mentioned also that in the case of SVs computed for tropi-
cal cyclone (TC) prediction, the choice of the target area is crucial in
determining the location and properties of SV because a large target
area results in many SVs that are not located in the cyclone area. Puri
et al. (2001) studied the ECMWF tropical SVs in terms of the spread in
cyclone tracks and intensities; they noted also that larger target areas
lead to reduced spread and therefore to a reduced potential value for
the forecast. However, for small target areas, a much larger spread is
obtained. Kim and Jung (2009a) have used a small target area located
on the TC center. They remarked that even for such a small target
area, the moist SVs have relatively stronger sensitivity in the vicinity
of a TC than the dry SVs, which usually have remote locations from
the TC center associated for example with a mid-latitude trough.4.3. The TLM horizontal resolution and the OTI
Besides the norm, there are two other important parameters that
must be chosen when computing SVs: the TLM horizontal resolution
and the OTI. Several studies have focused on the analysis of the SV
sensitivity to the choice of these two parameters (e.g. Buizza, 1994,
1998; Komori and Kadowaki, 2010).
Fig. 6. The total‐energy spectrum averaged among the ﬁrst 10 SVs for experiments with dry physics (dashed lines) and full physics (solid lines) at initial time (left) and ﬁnal time
(right) at OTI of (a) 24 h and (b) 48 h.
Source: Coutinho et al. (2004); © 2004 American Meteorological Society.
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dry and moist TLMs with two different horizontal triangular spectral
truncations (T42 and T63) for computing extratropical SVs. Their re-
sults showed that the use of a moist TLM requires a higher horizontal
resolution in order to detect moist perturbations that have small-
scale characteristics. Buizza (1998) also computed extratropical
SVs using ECMWF dry TLM at three different horizontal spectral
truncations (T21, T42 and T63). He compared the corresponding SV
subspaces to the forecast error and found that T42 and T63 SVs cap-
ture better the forecast error scales in eight out of eleven cases. The
fact that T63 SVs do not outperform T42 SVs could indicate that
more physical processes must be included in the tangent model
versions at higher resolution. Nowadays, the operational ECMWF
EPS uses a T42 dry TLM for computing extratropical SVs (Palmer
et al., 2007).
In a recent paper, Komori and Kadowaki (2010) found that the
TLM resolution has a great impact on the structure of dry tropical
total-energy SVs targeted on TCs. First it was found that the shift
towards higher wavenumbers is much clearer in the case of a higher
horizontal resolution. Secondly, different resolutions emphasized
different phenomena in the structure of the leading SVs. Fig. 8
(corresponding to Fig. 2 from Komori and Kadowaki, 2010) shows
the total-energy horizontal distribution for the initial-time leading
SV computed using a dry TLM with three horizontal resolutions:
TL63, TL95 and TL159. At TL63, the energy has two maxima: the
primary maximum is located northwest from the TC center and is
associated with the upper-level mid-latitude trough; the secondary
maximum is placed in the TC surrounding area, in the low troposphere.
At TL159, the primary maximum is located on the east side area of thecyclone, while the upper-level structure is very much reduced. The
authors concluded that a certain degree of resolution in the TLM and
ADM is required to properly detect sensitive areas around the TC.
It can be concluded that a higher horizontal-resolution TLM is desir-
able especially in the case of tropical SVs computation. However, given
the high cost of a high-resolution TLM, the operational ECMWF uses in
ensemble prediction of TC only the ﬁrst ﬁvemoist SVs computed at T42,
for up to six tropical optimization regions. The moist total-energy norm
is limited between surface and 500 hPa, emphasizing on the surface
maximum that is associated with TC (Puri et al., 2001; Palmer et al.,
2007; Buizza, 2010).
Concerning the SVs sensitivities to different OTIs, Buizza (1994) has
analyzed the impact of OTI on extratropical SVs computedwith T21 dry
TLM with initial amplitudes comparable with analysis‐error estimates,
and he found similar SVs for OTIs varying between 24 and 72 hours.
On the other hand, Komori and Kadowaki (2010) compared the TL159
dry tropical SVs targeted to TC for two different OTIs: 24 h and 48 h.
They found that the 48 h SVs have a larger inﬂuence from mid-
latitude troughs than the 24 h SVs, which are located mostly in the TC
surrounding ﬂow. This indicates that the large-scale mid-latitude struc-
tures need longer OTI to develop,while the SVs surrounding the TChave
a more rapid growth and a shorter OTI will emphasize them.
The choice of OTI is related to the question of the validity of the
tangent linear approximation. The fact that SVs are computed in a
linear approximation context puts an upper bound on OTI ﬁxed by
the approximation validity. This is usually tested by comparing the
growth of SVs in the full non‐linear model and in the TLM. Buizza
(1994) highlighted an upper limit for OTI of the order of 48 hours
for the dry extratropical SVs at T21.
Fig. 7. Initial and evolved leading SV energy vertical distribution (J/kg) for (a) dry TLM with dry total‐energy norm and (b) moist TLM with moist total‐energy norm with full
weighting (ε=1). The total energy is represented in black, kinetic energy in red, potential energy in blue and the moist energy in cyan.
Source: Figure adapted from Kim and Jung (2009a); © 2009 American Meteorological Society.
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pends on the resolution. Generally a higher resolution implies a reduction
of the TLM validity. Reynolds and Rosmond (2003) showed also that the
TLM validity is a function of scale and norm. Their study indicated that
the linear assumption for small scales is broken after 12 hours, while
the large scale remain signiﬁcantly linear up to two or three days. As
mentioned before, the moist SVs have higher growth rate and present
smaller-scale structures. In their conclusion, Reynolds and Rosmond
(2003) pointed out that, despite the fact that amoist TLM is amore accu-
rate representation of the full non‐linear model, its results can be less
relevant for small scales because of non‐linearities that dominate the
small scales of the full model. Errico and Raeder (1999) analyzed the
accuracy of a moist TLM and adjoint model; they found that the tangent
linear assumption is quantitatively accurate for OTI of 24 hours in regionsof signiﬁcant dynamical forcing (therefore with large‐scale structures),
but only qualitatively accurate in regions dominated bymoist convection,
which usually presents small-scale structures.
We note thatmost SVs studies use anOTI of 48 hours for dry SVs and
an OTI of 24 hours for moist SVs.
5. Applications
5.1. General information
SVs are employed for many types of applications in atmospheric sci-
ence. Such applications include forecast error estimation, predictability
studies and growth arising from hydrodynamic instabilities, ensemble
forecasting and targeted adaptive observations. These applications are
171E.P. Diaconescu, R. Laprise / Earth-Science Reviews 113 (2012) 161–175based principally on the fact that SVs form a complete basis of orthonor-
mal structures ordered according to growth potential. Hence, as indicat-
ed in Ehrendorfer and Errico (1995), any arbitrary initial perturbation(x(t)) can be decomposed in terms of this complete basis by projecting
the perturbation in the directions of SVs:
x tð Þ ¼
XN
i¼1
αiy^i tð Þ ð22Þ
αi ¼ x tð Þ; Ey^i tð Þh i ð23Þ
Here, y^i tð Þ are the SVs with unity norm, αi are the respective projec-
tion coefﬁcients and E is the norm at time t. Therefore, the perturbation
amplitude can be written as
x tð Þj j ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x tð Þk k2
q
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXN
i¼1
α2i
vuut ð24Þ
The complete basis of SVs contains growing, neutral and decaying
SVs. In their study on the spectra of singular values in a regional
model, Errico et al. (2001) used several sets with a very large number
of SVs; they showed that a large part of SVs are slowly growing or
decaying SVs, and that only a small fraction of the SVs are very fast‐
growing structures. As a consequence, for the arbitrary perturbation
expressed in Eq. (24), future growth is expected only if the magni-
tudes of the projections on the growing SVs are sufﬁciently large
with respect to those for decaying SVs. Because the number of slow
growing SVs is very large, knowledge of the full spectrum of growing
SVs (or the most part of it) should be of interest when studying grow-
ing atmospheric perturbations.
Due to computational cost constraints, most studies with complex
models use subsets of SVs limited to the ﬁrst 5 to 50 most rapid SVs,
out of a possible set of 106–107 or more. In their study on SV sensitiv-
ity to the horizontal resolution, Buizza (1998) considered a set with
only the ﬁrst ten fastest growing SVs. The 10-dimensional subspace
of the system's phase space at time t spanned by these SVs is:
G tð Þ ¼ y^j tð Þ; j ¼ 1;10
n o
ð25Þ
Only the fast‐growing part ( ~x tð Þ) of an arbitrary perturbation
(x(t)) will project into this subspace:
~x tð Þ ¼
X10
j¼1
αjy^j tð Þ: ð26Þ
The ratio between the norms of the projected part and the full per-
turbation is usually used to measure the part explained by the most
rapid SVs:
p tð Þ ¼ ~x tð Þk k
2
x tð Þk k2 ð27Þ
This ratio is called the projection index.
5.2. Forecast error estimation
Buizza (1998) used the projection index to ﬁnd the proportion in
which the ﬁnal-time leading ten SVs, computed with ECMWF TLM at
T21, T42 and T63 horizontal resolution, can explain the two-day fore-
cast errors for the period of 3 to 13 September 1993. The projection
indices were rather small, with values between 20% and 45% and an
average of 28%, suggesting that more than ten SVs are needed toFig. 8. Vertically integrated total energy for the initial-time leading SV superimposed
on the analyzed streamlines at 500 hPa. The SVs are computed with JMA TL/AD
model at a resolution of (a) TL63L60, (b) TL95L60 and (c) TL159L60. The red rectangle
represents the target area.
Source: Komori and Kadowaki (2010); ©2010, the Meteorological Society of Japan.
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Barkmeijer et al. (1999) who projected the operational two-day fore-
cast error onto 25 ﬁnal-time Hessian SVs and 25 ﬁnal-time total-
energy SVs. Both types of SVs described nearly the same fraction in
terms of total energy, which varies for the ten cases analyzed between
30% and 60%. However, there were other cases when a set of 25 total-
energy SVs explained a very small percentage of two-day Northern
Hemisphere forecast error. For winter cases, Barkmeijer et al. (2003)
obtained percentages varying between 0.1 and 0.22, while for summer
cases the percentages had values between 0.08 and 0.19.
In their study, Gelaro et al. (1998) compared a set of 30 SVs to the
analysis‐error ﬁeld and to the forecast error sensitivity pattern
obtained from an adjoint model integration. They showed that the
30 evolved dry-total-energy SVs at T42 resolution captured a large
fraction of the covariance of the Northern Hemisphere sensitivity
pattern in most of the cases examined. Gelaro et al. (1998) have
grouped the analyzed cases into two categories: caseswhen the forecast
had a low skill and cases when the forecast had an average skill. They
pointed out that fewer SVs were needed in the low-skill cases than in
average-skill cases. It is important to note that in the average-skill
cases, the patterns were less localized and the projection was made
onto the slowly growing ﬁnal-time SVs and not on the leading SV,
while the projection for the low-skill cases is dominated by the leading
ﬁnal-time SVs.
5.3. Predictability studies and growth arising from hydrodynamic
instabilities
SVs have been also employed to study the growth of perturbations in
the atmosphere or oceans in order to explain a particular phenomenon.
For example, Diaconescu et al. (2012) used a set of ten SVs in the analysis
of the internal variability of a Regional Climate Model (RCM). Their
objective was to ﬁnd in which proportion the growth noted in the
model internal variability (i.e. the dispersion of 21 RCM simulations
with different initial conditions) was due to rapidly growing perturba-
tions developing in dynamically unstable regions. The ensemble of
RCM simulations was expressed in terms of perturbations from a refer-
ence simulation and then the RCM perturbations were projected onto a
set of SVs computed with initial conditions from the RCM reference
state. They found that the projections on SVs at initial time were very
small. However, these projections grew rapidly during the next 36 h
and ended up representing an important part of the RCM-perturbation
total energy. A high structural similarity was found between the RCM
perturbations and the ﬁrst SV after 24- to 36-h of the tangent linear
model integration. The projection was made in a large proportion at
ﬁnal time on the ﬁrst SV, while for the nine remaining SVs only small
projections have occurred. The overall picture showed that the subspace
of ten SVs accounted for over 70% of the RCM IV growth in 36 h for the
case analyzed.
Another example is the study of Cheng et al. (2010), who used SVs
to study ENSO predictability for a period of 148 years. They have com-
puted SVs for the Zebiak–Cane model of the tropical Paciﬁc coupled
ocean–atmosphere system with an OTI of nine months for the sea
surface temperature (SST) ﬁeld; they found that the SST of the
coupled leading SV has a west–east dipole structure oriented across
the tropical Paciﬁc, with one center of action located in the east Paciﬁc
and the other in the center Paciﬁc. Their analysis was limited to only
the ﬁrst SV and small correlation has been found between the leading
SV growth rate and ENSO predictability at interannual time scales.
Descamps et al. (2007) used SVs to verify if generalized linear
baroclinic instability can explain the cases of mid-latitude cyclogene-
sis. By subtracting a cyclone and its precursors from a basic state and
comparing it with a set of ten SVs computed using dry total‐energy
norms and OTI of 24 hours corresponding to the incipient stage of
cyclogenesis, they found that the structure of a single SV has little
to share with that of a real cyclone.Other studies used SVs not to explain the cyclogenesis but to identify
sensitive regions that can inﬂuence the evolution of a TC. A better un-
derstanding of these processes could help in future improvements of
TC forecasts. An example is the study of Chen et al. (2009) who used
SVs to obtain information about the dynamical processes that have an
important impact on TC evolution. The composites for 72 cases with
TCs show that the maximum initial-time SV is located at around
500 km from the center. Other initial-time SVs are situated in conﬂu-
ence regions generated by several systems such as the mid-latitude
jet, the subtropical high and the TC. Therefore, it highlights these re-
gions as areas with a delicate balance that inﬂuences the evolution of
several synoptic systems. Kim and Jung (2009b) and Reynolds et al.
(2009) also used SVs to examine TC sensitivity during recurvature and
the subsequent downstream impacts resulting from the interaction of
the TC with the mid-latitude environment. They showed that the SVs
situated in mid-latitude upper trough region become dominant as the
TC recurves, while the SVs close to the TC center play an important
role when the TC is far from recurvature. Kim and Jung (2009b) pointed
out that the sensitive area around the TC center is associated with
warming in the mid-troposphere, while the sensitivity area under the
upper trough are associatedwith strong baroclinicity and frontogenesis.
Most of the initial-time remote SVs evolve tomid-to-lower troposphere
structures that are co-located with the TC at ﬁnal time.
5.4. Ensemble prediction systems
There are twoprimary error sources in forecasts: errors in the estima-
tion of the initial model state and errors due to imperfections in the
model formulation. These errors can grow with time and limit the skill
of a single forecast. The purpose of ensemble forecasts with perturbed
initial conditions is to quantify the forecast uncertainty (forecast-state
errors) caused by initial conditions uncertainty (initial-state errors), in
the perfect model assumption. In principle, the statistical properties of
initial‐state errors can be described in terms of a high-dimensional prob-
ability density function (pdf) (e.g. Houtekamer, 1995). The main goal of
ensemble forecast initializationmethods is to adequately sample the ini-
tial‐state pdf. Furthermore, the resulting initial states are evolved using
the model and result into an ensemble of forecasts. In the perfect
model assumption, a proper sample of the initial‐state error pdf will re-
sult in a proper sample of the forecast‐state error pdf. In practice, the ini-
tial condition errors are inseparable frommodel errors and theymust be
considered jointly (Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008).
Several methods can be used to deal with the uncertainty in initial
conditions. The most popular are: the methods of SVs, the breeding of
growing modes, ensemble Kalman ﬁlter and ensemble transform
Kalman ﬁlter. The breeding of growing modes is described in detail in
Toth and Kalnay (1997). The ensemble Kalman ﬁlter and ensemble
transform Kalman ﬁlter are ensemble-based data‐assimilation ap-
proaches and an introduction at these methods can be found in Zhang
and Pu (2010). The SVs method was developed at ECMWF and is used
presently in several NWP centers. A detailed description of the use of
leading SVs in the ECMWF EPS can be found in Molteni et al. (1996)
and information about the later developments of ECMWF EPS are pres-
ented in Buizza et al. (2007a, 2008), Palmer et al. (2007) and Leutbecher
and Palmer (2008). In the following, we summarize the main points of
the ECMWF's medium-range EPS conﬁguration used in Leutbecher and
Palmer (2008) and Isaksen et al. (2010).
In NWP, the initial state of the atmosphere is estimated using data‐
assimilation methods. ECMWF EPS presented in the last two papers
uses a four-dimensional variational assimilation system, which blends
information from observations with that from the most recent forecast.
As consequence, the initial‐state errors are the result of complex inter-
actions between growing parts of past forecast errors and the reduction
of those errors during the current data-assimilation cycle.
The SVs method assumes that, from all initial-state errors, the
fastest growing ones are responsible for a large part of the forecast
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computing the leading initial-time SVs. In ECMWF EPS, there are 50
leading initial-time SVs that are computed for each extratropical
hemisphere using the dry T42L62 TLM, an OTI of 48 hours and total‐
energy initial- and ﬁnal-time norms. The non‐linear trajectory is
started from a six-hour forecast initialized 6 hours in advance.
ECMWF EPS does not compute SVs over the entire tropical region. In-
stead of that, the SVs are targeted to up to 6 regions with active TCs.
For each of these regions, the ﬁrst 5 SVs are computed with a moist
TLM and a norm conﬁned to the levels below 500 hPa and targeted
to the regions where the tropical storms are developing. The TC
targeted SVs are computed in the subspace orthogonal to the
extratropical SV space. Once computed, SVs are linearly combined
using a Gaussian sampling technique and re-scaled to create pertur-
bations that cover most of the targeted regions without overlap, and
to have amplitude comparable with analysis‐error estimate from
the high-resolution data-assimilation system.
The ensemble skill is improved if at those perturbations are added
other perturbations that represent the errors that have been growing
during the current and past data‐assimilation cycles; these perturba-
tions will reﬂect the analysis uncertainty. Before June 2010, the past-
grown errors’ part of the perturbationwas computed using 48-h linear-
ly evolved SVs computed 48-h prior to the ensemble start time
(Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008). After June 2010, the evolved SVs were
replaced by perturbations based on an Ensemble of Data Assimilation
(EDA), which permits to quantify the analysis uncertainty by taking
into account the model dynamics. The use of EDA-based perturbations
improved the EPS skill, especially in the tropics (e.g. Buizza et al.,
2008; Isaksen et al., 2010).
Hence, after June 2010, the initial conditions perturbations of the
ECMWF EPS are computed using EDA-based perturbations and a linear
combination of initial-time leading SVs. ECMWF EPS uses 25 pairs of
such perturbations that are added and subtracted from the operational
analysis leading to 50 perturbed members. The 51st member is a non-
perturbed forecast, which is started from the operational analysis (at
the EPS resolution). By using pairs of opposing perturbations, the
mean of the ensemble is initially identical to the non-perturbed
member.
The Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) runs ensemble prediction
systems derived from the TL319 global model that also use SVs to per-
turb the initial conditions provided by the 4D-Var analysis:
(1) The One-Week Ensemble Prediction System (WEPS) once a
day with 51 members;
(2) The Typhoon Ensemble Prediction System (TEPS) four times a
day with 11 members.
The main difference between WEPS and ECMWF EPS consists
in the targeted areas. In WEPS, moist SVs are targeted for the
whole tropics and the dry SVs are targeted only for the northern
hemisphere.
The TEPS became operational in February 2008 and has an aim to
improve track forecast targeting for TCs in the western North Paciﬁc
and the South China Sea. For one forecast event, up to forty total-
energy SVs are computed using TLM at T63 resolution and OTI of
24 hours:
(1) Ten dry SVs targeted for the mid-latitude;
(2) Up to thirty moist SVs targeted for up to three TCs at a time.
The moist SVs are targeted to a rectangle of 10° in latitude and 20°
in longitude with its center at the forecast TC's central position. A de-
tailed description of the JMA TEPS is given in Yamaguchi and Komori
(2009).
Other forecast centers that use SVs to initialize ensemble forecasts
are Météo-France and Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) in Australia.5.5. Targeted observations
SVs are also employed in targeted (adaptive) observations. Target
observation strategies aim at identifying regions where additional ob-
servations have the potential to signiﬁcantly improve weather fore-
casts. Changes to the initial conditions in these “sensitive” regions
are expected to have a larger effect on the forecast skill than changes
in other regions (Kim and Jung, 2009a).
Several strategies have recently been proposed to evaluate the im-
pact of targeting observations on the quality of forecasts (Rabier et al.,
2008). A detailed comparison of the different targeting techniques for
the western North Paciﬁc basin was given in Wu et al. (2009) and for
the Atlantic in Majumdar et al. (2006) and Reynolds et al. (2007). One
of the popular strategies is to use SVs to identify the “sensitive” regions.
In this case, the norm of ﬁnal-time SVs is conﬁned to the geographical
area (veriﬁcation area) where the forecast must be improved and the
initial‐time global SVs will indicate the “target area”where extra obser-
vations should be taken in order to reduce the forecast error inside the
veriﬁcation area (Buizza and Montani, 1999). Buizza and Montani
(1999) suggested to diagnose the “target area” using a localization func-
tion based on vertically integrated total energy of SVs (Ej) and deﬁned
as weighted average of the leading N SVs:
f xð Þ ¼ 1
N
XN
j¼1
λj
λ1
Ej xð Þ: ð28Þ
For each case, the target area is deﬁned by the grid points x with
the largest f(x). Maps of forecast error variance reduction due to the
use of an additional sounding at a given location agree with maps
resulting from the former localization function. Buizza and Montani
(1999) applied this function to identify “target areas” over the Atlan-
tic in order to reduce the forecast error over Europe; they found that
in some cases errors could be reduced by up to 13%.
In more recent papers, Buizza et al. (2007b), Cardinali et al. (2007)
and Kelly et al. (2007) investigated the impact of removing targeted
observations in the Paciﬁc/Atlantic oceans on the two-day forecast
error veriﬁed over North America/Europe. They found that observa-
tions taken in SV-target areas are more valuable than in randomly se-
lected areas and that the value of targeted observations depends on
the region, the season and the baseline observing system (data-rich
or data-poor). For example, in a data-poor case, SV-targeted observa-
tions over the Paciﬁc reduced the two-day forecasts error of 500-hPa
geopotential height in the veriﬁcation region by 27.5%, while for a
data-rich case a reduction of 4.0% was obtained.
For TCs, several studies showed that despite the increased use of
satellite data in the analysis of NWP models, additional dropsonde
measurements of key variables such as wind, temperature, and hu-
midity below cloud where satellite observing capabilities, are more
limited can lead to improvements in track forecasts of the order of
10%–20% (Yamaguchi et al., 2009). Harnisch and Weissmann (2010)
investigated the beneﬁt of TORPEX-PARC dropsonde observations in
different locations with the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System
(IFS) experiments. As mentioned previously, two regions are often in-
dicated by total-energy SVs as sensitive for a TC: an area in the vicin-
ity of the storm and a remote area associated with a mid-latitude
upper trough. Harnisch andWeissmann (2010) found that the largest
TC track forecast improvements are found for observations in the
vicinity of the storm as indicated by SVs, but only a relatively small
inﬂuence with a slight positive tendency is observed for dropsondes
in remote regions.
Nowadays, in NWP awide range of satellite observations are used to
constrain the analysis (about 95% of the data employed in the 4D-Var
system at ECMWF originate from satellites) and this volume of data is
increasing. The huge stream of satellite data can be kept to afford-
able levels if satellite data density is increased only in a selective way
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whether SVs can be used to identify areas where extra satellite data
can be used to reduce analysis uncertainty and the forecast error
(Langland, 2005).
6. Concluding remarks
This article is an introduction to and a review of the singular vectors
formulation and properties. Singular vectors (SV) represent the orthog-
onal set of perturbations that, according to linear theory, will grow
fastest over a ﬁnite-time interval with respect to a speciﬁc metric.
Therefore, the study of SVs gives information about the structure and
dynamics of rapidly growing perturbations and ﬁnite-time instability.
SVs are computed for many types of applications in atmospheric
science, such as forecast error estimation, ensemble forecasting, target
adaptive observations, predictability studies and growth arising from
instabilities.
Several choices must be made when SVs are computed: the norms
at initial and ﬁnal time, the optimization time interval (OTI), the tra-
jectory, tangent linear model (TLM) and adjoint model (ADM). The
most commonly used norm in various applications is the total‐energy
norm and the OTI varies usually between 24 hours and 48 hours. The
choice of OTI is conditioned by the validity of the tangent linear
approximation, which is function of scale. The small scales are domi-
nated by non‐linear perturbations growth after 12 hours, while the
large scales remain fairly linear out to 48 hours. The resolution of
the tangent and adjoint models and OTI change the balance among
the contributing mechanism in SV development. Therefore, the choice
of parameters must be related to the ﬁeld of application. For example,
an OTI of 48 hours and a dry TLM at a lower horizontal resolution are
usually employed for extratropical baroclinic perturbations, while
moist perturbations need a moist TLM with higher resolution and
an OTI of 24 hours in order to capture the small-scale characteristic
of moist processes.
Another important issue in SV computation concerns the number
of SVs necessary to capture the growing part of an arbitrary perturba-
tion. While very unstable perturbations evolve usually into the direc-
tion of the most unstable SVs, a large number of SVs is needed to
describe an arbitrary perturbation. Errico et al. (2001) indicated that
the knowledge of most of the spectrum of SVs should be of interest
but the computation of a very large number of SVs is not practical
because it requires high computational resources.
Nowadays, the attention is focused on the TLM development to
include more physical processes in order to approach the TLM to
the non-linear model. The linearization of physical processes reveals
a lot of difﬁculties due to the treatment of conditional formulations.
The proper choice of the norm is still an open question, because
the key properties of initial-time SVs are strongly norm-dependent.
For practical reasons, most studies continue to use the total-energy
norm. However, the total-energy initial-time SVs are outside the
attractor and, as a consequence, the projection of atmospheric perturba-
tions (or forecast errors) on initial-time SVs is negligible. More efforts
are required towards ﬁnding an initial-time norm that reveals initial-
time SVs similar to atmospheric perturbations.
Most studies that use SVs are in the forecast domain. Only recently
SVs have made same inroads in the climate research, where they were
employed in analyzing processes with development within a short
time window similar to the SV OTI. For example, Diaconescu et al.
(2012) use SVs to analyze periods of growth in the internal variability
of a Regional Climate Model. Another example is the study of
Descamps et al. (2007) that showed that the leading ten SVs couldn't
explain mid-latitude cyclogenesis. As a general conclusion, the reader
must retain that SVs represent perturbations with a rapid growth over
a short period of time, developed into the linear approximation as-
sumption; consequently, they cannot explain non-linear processes
that are developing over large periods of time.Acknowledgments
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